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Market Review 

The Japanese stock market rose through the middle of the month on hopes for the resumption of high-
level U.S.-China trade talks in October, which were later confirmed officially, and more importantly 
favouring better than expected ISM non-manufacturing PMI, a sharp rise in the U.S. long term interest 
rates and a weaker yen. Investors’ sentiment was further boosted by Federal Reserve chairman Jerome 
Powell signalling a rate cut, the People’s Bank of China lowering its reserve deposit ratio, the Hong Kong 
government’s withdrawal of the mainland extradition bill and the UK parliament passing a law to block 
no-deal Brexit. Optimism towards the trade talks and the rebound of U.S. long term interest rates from 
the bottom led to a global value stock rally. Banks and insurance gained favouring rising interest rates and 
cyclicals rose favouring a weaker yen. The sharp rise in crude oil prices in the aftermath of missile attacks 
on Saudi oil facilities was short lived and cushioned by a weaker yen, the U.S. decision to delay tariff hikes 
on Chinese imports from 1st October to 15th October, , ECB’s monetary easing and talks of a tax cut for 
middle-income earners in the U.S. The Federal Reserve Board cut its policy rate by 25bps at its FOMC 
meeting in line with Jerome Powell’s earlier remarks. The Bank of Japan kept its policy rates unchanged 
but Governor Kuroda signalled a possible deepening of negative interest rates. Stock market momentum 
slowed down and pulled back towards the month end as political uncertainties overseas flared up again, 
with impeachment proceedings against Donald Trump, protests in Hong Kong and a report of possible 
investment restrictions between the United States and China. 
 
The TOPIX index closed 75.94 points higher (+5.02%) at 1,587.80 points. The Nikkei 225 index closed 
1,051.47 yen higher (+5.08%) at 21,755.84 yen. The Japanese yen declined 1.69% against the U.S. dollar 
to 108.08 yen. 
 
Among TSE 33 sectors, 31 rose and 2 declined. The best performers were cyclical and resource sectors 
such as Marine Transportation, Nonferrous Metals, Oil & Coal Products, Textile & Apparel and Machinery. 
The worst performers were Air Transportation, Information & Communication, Fishery, Agriculture & 
Forestry, Electric Power & Gas and Pharmaceuticals, mostly defensive and domestic demand oriented 
sectors. 
 
Yahoo Japan acquired Zozo Town in a tender offer bid and later renamed to Z Holdings on 1st October. 
Suzuki Motor rose favouring the announcement of corporate tax cuts in India. Yoshinoya Holding rose to 
a 20-year high favouring the U.S. – Japan trade agreement. 
 
Year-to-date, the TOPIX rose +6.27% and the Nikkei 225 rose +8.70%. Among the TSE 33 sectors, 21 
sectors rose led by Precision Instruments, Other Products, Electric Appliances, Information & 
Communication and Services while 12 sectors declined led by Iron & Steel, Oil & Coal Products, Air 
Transportation, Electric Power & Gas and Pulp & Paper. 
 

September 2019 performance 
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Mid-caps outperformed Large and Small cap stocks. Value stocks outperformed Growth stocks 
particularly in the first half of the month.  
 
Nikkei 225 5.08% 
TOPIX 5.02% 
Large cap (TOPIX 100) 4.58% 
Mid cap (TOPIX M400) 5.96% 
Small cap (TOPIX Small) 4.80% 
TSE2 1.45% 
JSDA 5.26% 
Mothers -4.28% 
TOPIX Value 5.44% 
TOPIX Growth 4.65% 
TOPIX Small Value 5.60% 
TOPIX Small Growth 4.11% 
USDJPY 108.08 (+1.69%) 

 
Market Outlook 
 
Amid the prolonged and seemingly endless U.S.-China trade dispute, the United States and China will 
resume high-level trade talks from the second week of October. We suspect the United States and China 
will start to work on a compromise before the end of the year as President Trump needs to win political 
support out of the U.S.-China trade war in time for presidential primaries and caucuses in February 2020. 
 
The U.S. economy is slowing and there is the possibility it will enter into a recession next year as indicated 
by slowing capital expenditure. Therefore, we expect the Federal Reserve Board to cut its policy rates 
further before the end of the year or early next year.  
 
Corporate earnings of Japanese companies for the quarter ending in June 2019 have been more 
challenging than expected. As a result, analysts have slashed earnings forecasts and revision index 
declined sharply. However, we do not expect an earnings collapse we saw during the global financial 
crisis.. The stock market may still briefly test the downside after the next quarterly result announcements 
as we expect more companies to revise their full year earnings forecast downwards. However, such 
moves will be short lived as the market has already priced in most of the earnings downgrades. Thereafter, 
we expect oversold cyclical stocks to find a bottom and gradually lead a rebound in the stock market. 
 
Amid concerns over the slowing global economy, trade disputes and uncertainties around US policies, we 
expect volatility to remain relatively high. Risks to the market include the global economic outlook, the 
impact of the US-China trade friction on the real economy and business confidence, in addition to the 
FED policy and Brexit. Tension between Japan and Korea is casting a shadow on inbound tourist arrival 
from Korea. August tourist arrival from Korea declined 48% in August. Shinzo Abe reshuffled his cabinet 
on 11th September in an effort to give a fresh image to his near-seven-year-old government and achieve 
his long-cherished goal of amending Japan’s pacifist constitution. He appointed 13 new ministers 
including Environment Minister Shinjiro Koizumi, a son of former Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi and a 
widely regarded potential future leader. Consumption tax was hiked two percent from 8% to 10% on 1st 
October together with stimulus that offset some of the negative impact of the tax hike. One of which was 
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a 2% to 5% subsidy on cashless payments such as credit and debit cards. This may change Japan’s 
predominantly cash centric consumer payment behaviour. The cash payment ratio at real stores is around 
80% according to a survey last year.   
 

Upcoming Major Events 
 
1 Oct   Consumption Tax Rate Hike from 8% to 10% 
14 Oct   Holiday: Health Sports Day 
22 Oct   Holiday: Emperor’s Enthronement Ceremony 
30-31 Oct  BoJ monetary policy meeting 
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